
VMwary?
A fast exit route  
from Broadcom

After Broadcom’s acquisition of VMware, many companies are facing vast increases  
in licensing costs and are unsure about future updates and development, leading to  
a re-evaluation of their commitment to VMware.

Introducing:  
CivoStack Enterprise
CivoStack Enterprise is an alternative 
to VMware, offering equivalent 
functionality with a straightforward,  
on-prem licensing model and  
long-term pricing commitment  
to predictable pricing.

On-prem support
Enjoy fast and straightforward installation
designed for on-prem deployment and 
compatible with your own hardware.

Up to 80% cheaper than Broadcom
Enjoy a straightforward VRAM consumption 
licensing model, achieving up to 80% savings 
compared to Broadcom costs.

Long term price commitment
CivoStack Enterprise ensures long-term  
financial clarity with a guaranteed price 
commitment, safeguarding against 
unexpected hikes.

A simple migration path
CivoStack Enterprise provides a hassle-free 
migration path from VMware, allowing you to simply 
take your .vmdk files and import them with ease, 
complemented by free migration assistance to 
ensure a smooth and straightforward transition.

Proven technology

 Live migration support for VMs ensures 
seamless transitions with zero downtime.

 High availability options ensure robust  
service reliability and fault tolerance.

 Multi-tenancy support enables efficient 
resource utilization and isolation, perfect 
for Service Providers and large-scale 
environments.
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An easy path 
off VMware

Learn more today by visiting
civo.com/vmware-alternative

With feature rich support
CivoStack Enterprise delivers cutting-edge features and tools, focusing on ease-of-use,  
smooth migration, and 24x7 advanced support.

Future-proof technology
CivoStack Enterprise is a future-proof cloud-native platform that integrates Kubernetes, laaS,  
PaaS, DBaaS, Object Storage, WASM, GPUs, and Al/ML capabilities, providing a comprehensive  
and scalable environment for cutting-edge computing needs.

 On-prem support (bring your own hardware)
 Up to 80% cheaper than Broadcom
 Simple license model based on VRAM
 Long term commitment on pricing
 Simple migration path
 Free migration support
 Support for multiple storage vendors
 Live migration support for VMs

 High availability deployment options
 Multi-tenancy support
 Windows/ Linux support
 Simple end user web interface
 Hybrid cloud support
 Support for AWS, Azure, GCP
 Infrastructure-as-code tools (CLI, API, Terraform)
 24x7 Enterprise customer support
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